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Ihck in the 'bOs, some of us discovered that, in addition

Frances Vaughan is a psychologist i n private practice in Mill

to clcver heads, we had hearts and bodies. It is lonely to live

only in your intellect, and it's also stupid. Real intelligence is
a matter not of just cognitive intellectual processes: there is
an "intelligence" of the heart and of the body that must be
discovered, accepted, developed. Humanistic psychology is
the social manifestation of our attempts to grow wise hearts,
bodies and minds. Becoming more balanced humans in this
way is not easy, but we're learning more and more about
both the science and the art of how to develop our selves
and to apply this development in creating a more peaceful
and fulfilling society.
We got very excited by these discoveries, rightfully so, but
in our involvement some of us overlooked another aspect of
hun~andevelopment, our fourth part, the spirit. Not "spirit"
as just the wnse of vitality or authenticity, but as something
real behind the peak and. mystical experiences, behind the
religions -and before they ossified into social control mechanisms. Transpersonal psychology was the social manifestation of our efforts to develop this fourth part.
Like developing the heart and body, it's not easy. Mixed
in with the most profound transpersonal experiences and realities are fantasy, dreaming and psychopathology. Is the mystical experience of oneness, for example, a genuine transcendence of the limits of body and matter, or is it just an
intoxicating dream of a creature actually locked into a separate body which will ultimately die, taking the mind, heart
and personality with it? Parapsychology contributes to questlons about ultimate possibilities; applied transpersonal practices contribute to making these ultimately fulfilling experiences available to us.
It is, unfortunately, easy for some to see transpersonal
psychology as bypassing humanistic psychology or making
~t obsolete, hut this view can lead to pathological versions of
the s p ~ n t ~ l~fe
~ a l For one thing, both psychologies are based
on the same impulse: we will examine and live all of human
reality, not just a small part of it that is socially fashionable.
Perhaps even more important, transpersonal experiences can
be intoxicating and lead to an intellectual or emotional
"drunk," of ideas or feeLngs built Irp after transpersonal experiences that are not well grounded in rcality or are mixed
with personal pathology. It is exactly here that humanistic
psychology provides the essential grounding and balance that
the transpersonal needs. For example, suppose I feel one with
the Ultimate Ground of the Universe! But can I hear and feel
the feedback others are giving me that I'm now treating most
people badly? Funny way to manifest Oneness.
The continuing development and interaction of the humanistic and the transpersonal is the most exciting event of
our age!
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